Moving Bragg grating solitons in a cubic-quintic nonlinear medium with dispersive reflectivity.
The stability and collision dynamics of moving solitons in Bragg gratings with cubic-quintic nonlinearity and dispersive reflectivity are investigated. Two disjoint families of solitons are found on the plane of the coefficient of quintic nonlinearity versus the normalized frequency (η,Ω(norm)). Through numerical stability analysis, we have identified stability regions on the (η,Ω(norm)) plane for various values of dispersive reflectivity parameter (m) and velocity (v). The size of stability regions is found to be dependent on m and v. Collisions of counterpropgating Type 1 and Type 2 solitons have been systematically investigated. It is found that for low to moderate values of dispersive reflectivity, the collisions of Type 1 solitons can result in various outcomes such as separation of solitons with reduced, increased, unchanged, or asymmetric velocities and generation of a quiescent soliton by merger or formation of three solitons. For strong dispersive reflectivity (e.g., m=0.5), the collisions of low-velocity in-phase Type 1 solitons may lead to repulsion of solitons, asymmetric separation, merger into a single soliton, or formation of three solitons (one quiescent and two moving solitons). At higher velocities collisions predominantly lead to the formation of three solitons. For m=0.5, in-phase Type 2 solitons may repel or form a temporary bound state of quiescent Type 1 solitons that subsequently splits into two asymmetrically separating Type 1 solitons. π-out-of-phase Type 2 solitons may also merge to form a quiescent Type 1 soliton.